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Notes From the Chairman
I write to you now as the COVID pandemic continues to impact our lives
even as there appears to be brighter light at the end of the tunnel. We
at Continental continue to operate on a partially remote basis, with
approximately 50% of our staff in the office at any point in time.
This model has worked seamlessly since we declared our pandemic
emergency on March 4, 2020. All of our customers have been served
throughout without any interruption or diminution in our services.

This is attributable to our advance planning and testing of our
Pandemic Plan and Business Continuity Plan over many years.
Steven Nelson
President & Chairman

It is attributable as well to our incredible management team

Connect with me directly
at 212.845.3201

per day, 7 days per week in the face of incredibly challenging

and employees who continue to work for our customers 24 hours
circumstances. I continue to be proud and grateful for their
incredible commitment and excellence.

Continental

2022 BUSINESS CONDITIONS SO FAR

continues to

I had reported to you previously that 2020 and 2021 were record-setting years
for Continental across all business lines. In terms of revenues, income and
net income we outperformed even our most optimistic projections for those
years. Our core stock transfer business continues to grow in a meaningful way
in all areas, particularly in the community and regional bank space. However,
as has been the case for many years, the most significant contributor to our
explosive growth has been in the SPAC arena. While in 2020 we handled 243
SPAC IPOs and 59 business combinations, in 2021 Continental closed almost
600 SPAC IPOs and 200 business combinations – simply astounding!

maintain more
than 90% market
share of SPACs

In 2022, we have seen a dramatic reduction in all of the public markets,
including SPAC IPOs as well as traditional IPOs. Net result: SPAC revenues
have been lower to reflect this new reality. Thus far in 2022, we have closed
70 SPAC IPOs and 78 business combinations.
Significantly, Continental has continued to maintain a more than 90% market
share of the SPAC market, which is a testament to our proprietary platforms
for handling the business combination/redemption stage and for oversight
of our hundreds of trust accounts for SPAC customers. It is also a testament
to the expertise and dedication of the SPAC trust services group, led by Fran
Wolf, and the business combination/redemption group led by Mark Zimkind.
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With SPACs proliferating at an unprecedented pace, they worked night
and day with overworked law firms, investment bankers, auditors and
proxy solicitors to meet the needs of our customers. The same can
be said of our Account Administration group led by Maggie Villani and
Henry Farrell. Their team of incredibly dedicated administrators was
severely tested by the deal flow, but they have come through with flying
colors. All told Continental has now handled more than 1,000 SPAC IPOs
since 2018, and almost 500 business combinations!
Not surprisingly, we have hired new, experienced staff at an
unprecedented pace, mostly from large agent competitors who have
reduced staff as their businesses have been challenged. Indeed, we
have expanded our staff by more than 90% in the past two years to best
serve our expanding list of clients. Many of these have been added to
our Account Administration teams, but many have been hired to build
out our Corporate Actions and Reorganization departments. Just as we
have unique proprietary platforms for handling trust asset management
and business combination redemptions and meetings, so too we now
have developed a proprietary platform to handle the often complex
business combination and integration process. We are now able to
provide unique and unmatched bespoke servicing for these post-SPAC
merger closings of significant size, complexity and enterprise value.
However, as you may have heard, all is not well with the SPAC market,
the IPO market or the securities markets at large. While deal conditions
and market conditions should govern in a free market system, SEC
Chair Gensler has declared war on SPACs. Curiously he has not targeted
regular way IPOs even though they have been hurt badly as well by the
stock markets’ fall over the past months. The Chair points to deficiencies
in disclosure around business combinations, accounting treatment of
SPAC warrants, and reliance on the safe harbor provided to SPACs as
reasons to attack them and change rules which have worked well for
almost 20 years. In doing so, the Commission ignores the fact that no
IPO investor has ever lost a dollar on their investment if they chose to
redeem from trust at the business combination stage; this while regular
way IPO investors are down over 50% on most IPOs over the past year.
The Commission is tasked with protecting the small retail investor, but
instead has caused massive losses for those who have invested in SPACs
without any real reason.

I wanted to take a
minute to let you know
that you have an amazing
Account Admin in Alwyn.
Al went above and beyond
to help me and many
others several times
throughout this process.
Al was available seemingly
around the clock as we
marched toward closing,
responding to emails
well beyond midnight
once it got to be crunch
time. His patience and
professionalism was very
much appreciated.
– Bryce Quin, Delwinds
Insurance Acquisition Corp

(Continued on following page)
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Thank you to the entire
Proxy Team for all your
help with the proxy process
and voting results from
start to finish during these
last few months. It was
a pleasure to work
with all of you again this
year. The Annual Meeting
and reception went very
well tonight.

The changes they propose SEC PDF are focused mainly on proposed
business combinations where sophisticated PIPE investors and
institutional investors are dominant. These sophisticated investors
hardly need the solutions offered by the Commission as they have been
able to negotiate reasonable terms for their investments as SPACs have
continued to evolve into a better model year after year. It is sad indeed
that political considerations appear to dominate Commission decisions
in this arena, but that seems to be the case.

We look forward to working
with all of you next year.

100 proposed combinations have already been announced.

– Marcia Rubin,
		 BayFirst Financial

HOW TO GET ON
OUR MAILING LIST
Sign up for our “CNews” electronic newsletter! CNews offers
updates on Continental’s most
recent news, insights, events,
and more.

To sign up, go to: https://
continentalstock.com/
top-menu/cnews/

Follow us on
Social Media

The result: SPAC IPOs in 2022 have slowed to a trickle and
business combinations continue to successfully close, albeit
at a somewhat reduced rate. We have more than 500 SPAC
IPOs searching for combination partners, although more than
Stay tuned.
Two other SPAC related challenges have been advanced by the
regulations: one relating to Investment Company Act considerations
and the other relating to the Inflation Reduction Act and the 1%
excise tax written into that legislation. With regard to the Investment
Company Act, notwithstanding that the Commission for the past 15
years has approved public filings for hundreds of SPACs without
raising Investment Company Act concerns, the new regime at the SEC
has for the first time suggested that SPACs approaching their end of
life should not be permitted to invest in assets permitted under the
IMTA. Instead the Commission has been providing informal guidance
that such SPACs need to put their trust assets in demand deposits,
thereby eliminating the investment returns that these SPACs have
relied upon and realized previously. There is no clear rule or guidance
on this issue from the Commission, but the informal guidance from
the staff has had a chilling effect on current SPACs approaching their
end of life.
Second, the Inflation Reduction Act passed recently by Congress
contains a 1% excise tax on stock buybacks. While this legislation
was not intended on its face to cover SPAC transactions (either
liquidations or redemptions), Treasury has not come out with any
firm guidance. Many SPACs have therefore chosen to hold meetings
(either extension meetings or liquidation meetings) to avoid the
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impending effective date of the tax which is January 1, 2023. I and
many other industry leaders have been campaigning through
congressional committees and other industry participants in the
hope that Treasury will conclude that SPACs are not covered by the
legislation and therefore no 1% excise tax will be due. The prospects
for success on this issue are muddy at best but we expect more
guidance from Treasury and IRS by year end. I will keep you posted.

INDUSTRY UPDATE
In my continuing role as a member of the Executive Committee of
the Securities Transfer Association (“STA”) I have reported to you
over many years about attempts by our industry and the SEC to
attack the fundamental flaws in the proxy plumbing system which
has been in place for decades. Issuers continue to be dogged both
in terms of excessive fees charged by intermediaries, particularly
Broadridge, and the lack of integrity in the current proxy voting
system. Issuers simply do not get to communicate directly with
their beneficial holders, and over-voting and a lack of pre-mailing
reconcilement by banks and brokers severely undermines the
integrity of the voting system.
While we worked long and hard with Commissioner Roisman at the
SEC to break this decades-old logjam, and there appeared to be real
prospects for dramatic change, the new SEC Chair does not appear
to be prioritizing change in the current proxy voting system or proxy
plumbing. This is disappointing yet hardly surprising with the change
in Administration. Now that Commissioner Roisman has resigned,
proxy plumbing is no longer even on the Commission’s priority list.
Sad but true.

I did a stock purchase
for one of the senior
gentlemen of the bank just
last week and he came
in yesterday saying that
he already received the
original stock certificate
via fed ex. Thank you. You
made me look good with
your swift and accurate
transfer. Your attention
to detail and timely
processing of transfers is
greatly appreciated.
Thank you, and your back
office staff for this great
customer service.
– Anna Miller,
		 Grand South Bank

On another front, the SEC recently released proposed rules to
move from the current T+2 settlement cycle to T+1 and solicited
comments. The Commission also seeks comments on a proposal to
ultimately move to a T+0 settlement system. Each of these proposed
changes would require significant changes by transfer agents with
incremental costs being passed on to issuers. The STA has submitted
comments and will submit more in the near future.

I will keep you posted as these proposals move forward.
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Get to Know Our Team

GARY CHAMBERS

MARIBEL COLON

Gary Chambers is a Customer Communications Associate
at Continental, and he is responsible for handling inbound
calls and written inquiries. Gary demonstrates a high level of
quality service while dealing with callers. He listens actively
to the caller and pays close attention to detail, going the
extra mile to ensure the caller is satisfied. As a result of
his incredible customer service over the past year, he has
earned numerous compliments from customers.

Maribel came to Continental fresh out of high school at
the age of 19, and has worked in the Proxy Department
since August 2000. As the Assistant Administrator of Proxy
Services, she is responsible for daily tabulations, reconciling
of the votes from the street holders, voting proxy cards and
the day-to-day communications with a client leading up to
their shareholder meeting.

Prior to joining Continental in 2021, Gary spent over
twenty years in the stock transfer and investment banking
industries. He held roles in Shareholder Service, Foreign
Currency Trading Operations, and Account Reconciliation.

In her pastime, Maribel enjoys spending time with her family
and friends, watching documentaries, and spending time
out in the open. She is a dedicated professional who values
providing her clients with excellent service and going above
and beyond.

During Gary’s free time, he enjoys spending time with family
and friends, cooking and keeping abreast of Global Drought.

WELCOME

Communications

Plan Services

New Talent/
Employees

Anthony Skeen

Sabrina Haigler

Jackie Etienne
Miata Barrolle
Stephanie Dorce

Compliance
Cequense King
Kendrick Galvis

Mailroom
Marvin Senhouse

Reorganization
Andrey Kurilin
Thomas Webb

Nikita Hoyte
Rajan Balsara
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If you ever need a
reference, feel free
to call on me. Your
support has been
exceptional.
– Bruce Landrey,
		 Landrey Co.

Get to Know Our Team (Continued)

HOWARD DANIELSON

ELEANOR NG

Howard is responsible for managing Dividend Reinvestment
Plans, Direct Stock Purchase Plans, and Employee Stock
Purchase Plans, as well as managing Mail Operations at
Continental.

Eleanor has worked at Continental Stock since June 2007 in
the Stock Transfer Department. She is responsible for the
daily processing and settlement of DRS Transfers, reconciling
DTC fast balances and confirming them for record dates
for dividend payment, and processing co-agent DTC
transactions and responding to transfer inquiries.

Howard began his career in stock transfer services in 1997,
giving him 25 years of experience in the industry. He first
worked with a large financial institution, where he quickly
worked his way up to various managerial positions within
the organization. In his time with the company, he worked
on initiatives focusing on automations, risk reduction, and
cost savings, as well as depositary receipts, corporate trust,
and reorganization.
Howard earned his MBA from Hofstra University in 2006
and joined Continental in March 2021.

She previously worked at the Bank of New York servicing
SBA loans and administering Stock Option Plans. In her
free time, Eleanor enjoys her family and friends, watching
movies, and reading books. She has traveled to Asia,
Australia, and Italy and would like to explore Europe.
Eleanor is a graduate of New York University. She is a
dedicated and results-driven professional who values
providing her clients with excellent service.

IN MEMORIAM : JOHN REFORMATO
It is with a heavy heart and great sadness that we remember our colleague and friend
John Reformato who passed away peacefully at his home in July. John was a consummate
professional and served Continental and our customers for over 7 years with dedication
and distinction. John was as passionate about his work as he was about sports.
He was an avid golfer and a dedicated NY Yankees, NY Rangers, Pittsburgh Steeler,
Boston Celtics and Tarheel fan. John’s sports knowledge was as endless as his generosity.
John is survived by his wife Melissa of 27 years. We miss him every day, he will always
be remembered in our hearts and in our thoughts.
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Available Now!
Virtual Earnings Meetings
Continental Stock Transfer & Trust is now offering Virtual Earnings
Meetings using the same high-quality service we have for our
Virtual Shareholder Meetings.

• Coordination – Fully managed earnings call service with a meeting
coordinator

• Support – Hosted meeting webpage to provide information and
support the dramatic shift to streaming for attendees

• Question Management – Question management tools including
traditional telephone-based questions and web-based submitted
written questions

• Reduce IT Burden – Turn-key service with optional enhancements
to lower or remove IT burden
If you are just starting earnings calls or are using a traditional earnings
calls service, contact Continental Stock Transfer & Trust to upgrade to
Virtual Earnings Meetings.

Tailored
To Fit Service
• Hosted meeting webpage
• Meeting coordinator service
• Live, telephone-based analyst
and attendee questions
• Submitted written questions
• Streaming live meeting for
web-based attendees
• Telephone access for
presenters and attendees
• Hosted meeting replay
• Assistance with press release
and other communications
• PowerPoint slides
• Meeting transcript
• Speaker bios
• Strong company branding
• Presenter portal

Connect with your Account Manager for more information.

For the past month, our team has been preparing for the expiration of the 180-day
lock-up period and setting up and funding sub-accounts at CST for our Members.
During that time, Gary Chambers was our point person at CST and he fielded dozens of
calls from us, walking us through the paperwork and process and guiding us successfully
through in record time.
Our member sub-accounts were set-up in 48 hours which must be a record and it all
comes down to the flawless and painstaking guidance provided by Gary. I think we
wore the young man out, but he really took great care of us and I wanted to advise
you to how appreciative we are of the elite level of service we received under
occasionally stressful conditions. Thank you.
								– Karl Anderson, Viking Maccabee Ventures
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Customer Care Corner
Co-authors: Cecille Carrington and Eleanor Griffin,
Managers of Customer Communications

Quality Assurance –
Enhancing the Shareholder Experience.
Any company, regardless of industry, has the same
competitive differentiator, The Customer Experience
(CX). Aside from cost, CX is the main contributor to
a customer’s decision. CX extends across all of the
customer touchpoints; from pre-sale to product
to post sale support. CST and our industry, Stock
Transfer, is no different. Quality Assurance (QA)
is a main contributor to ensuring a positive
Customer Experience.

There are several customer touchpoints wherein
Quality Assurance is applicable ranging from the
website to operations processing to forms
and statements to the Relationship Manager
and lastly, but not least, the Customer Service
Representative (CSR).
An effective QA program for the Customer Service
Representatives sets standards and measures CSR
performance through Monitoring, and Coaching. As
an additional benefit, QA provides coaching to help
the CSR become more efficient without sacrificing
service. So, all around, a good QA program is a
Win-Win-Win!

QA provides

MONITORING

COACHING

coaching to help

Telephone calls and emails are reviewed
weekly for each customer service
representative to ensure the highest
level of Customer Service is provided.
Two methods are used to tailor growth
and development of the CSR. With
“Buddy’’ Monitoring, the Manager sits
alongside the CSR while they are actively
assisting shareholders.

A session wherein the Manager and
the CSR to meet and review calls or
emails to discuss and provide positive,
constructive feedback. Recommendations are made as needed to improve
performance. Coaching has been
proven to be the most effective way
to enhance a CSR’s learning and
development.

the CSR become
more efficient
without sacrificing
service. So, all
around, a good
QA program is a
Win-Win-Win!

This gives the Manager the ability
to provide real-time feedback and
guidance. “Silent” Monitoring is where
random calls are selected for quality
assurance. The calls and emails are
reviewed and scored to ensure all
policies and procedures are followed.

All of the results from the QA Monitoring
and Coaching sessions are aggregated
and analyzed. Trends are identified
for further enhancements, not only
with the CSR but throughout the entire
organization. Hence, a strong and
effective QA program will always ensure
the Customer Experience is optimal.
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Abandoned Property
John Ulla, Chief Operating Officer
Unclaimed property reporting, abandoned property reporting, or more commonly referred to as
escheatment are all terms associated with remitting unclaimed or dormant assets to the various
states/jurisdictions. Escheatment is an unfortunate fact of life for financial institutions and one
that comes with many pitfalls if not managed correctly.
When not correctly managed and reported, there can
be financial liabilities that can be imposed, coupled
with the risk of state audits. These fines and penalties
can be material to your annual reviews, findings,
and negatively affect your organization not only
materially but reputationally. As you may or may not
be aware, given the economic situation in many states,
unclaimed property accounting audits are occurring
more frequently than ever before. It is imperative, now
more than ever, to be vigilant and to conduct proper
escheatment for all aspects of your organization.

Escheatment Compliance
If you have concerns as to whether
your organization is compliant
there are many firms that can
review and assist you in reviewing
your escheatment compliance
and assist in developing processes
and procedures. Firms such as
SOVOS, Laurel Hill, Ryan to name a
few. Thankfully, on the registered
shareholder side life is simpler
for our corporate partners when
it comes to managing abandoned
property, Continental Stock
Transfer as your transfer agent
monitors, tracks and performs
escheatment compliance for all
reporting jurisdictions for your
registered shareholders on the
transfer agent side.

The responsibility for unclaimed property compliance
and escheatment for your registered shareholders
is generally managed by your transfer agent but be
mindful that within your organization there should
be a person or persons to manage your other
escheatment needs such as general ledger, etc.
Because many organizations have multiple
business units and may not necessarily have a
centralized escheatment compliance unit, it is
imperative to understand and address the details
necessary for accurate and timely compliance
of the escheatment process.

There are some states such as
California that impose heavy
penalties to entities that are out
of compliance with their reporting
requirements. These mandatory
interest assessments against assets
can be a deterrent for companies
trying to get themselves into
compliance.

Relief is Coming
Relief is coming to filers with
delinquent assets due to the
state of California in the form of a
long-awaited unclaimed property
voluntary compliance program
(VDA). On February 16, 2022,
California introduced AB 2280,
allowing the California Controller to
establish a VDA Program.
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On Tuesday, September 13,
California Assembly Bill 2280
(“CA AB 2280”) was signed into law
by Governor Gavin Newsom. Prior
to the approval of this bill California
had long declined to provide a
formal or informal unclaimed
property VDA program despite its
practice of automatically assessing
12% interest on late reported
property. The state acknowledges
that the 12% interest assessment
has been a deterrent to firsttime filers and to holders who
consistently report but have past
due property, from coming into
compliance. For holders who find
themselves in this category, the
establishment of a VDA program
is welcomed news.

What is an Unclaimed
Property VDA Program?
A VDA provides holders the ability
to come into voluntary compliance
with a state’s unclaimed property
law without incurring interest
or incurring a reduced interest
assessment. VDA’s, provide
businesses a way to recognize
their state’s unclaimed property
exposure and willingly pay
any outstanding liabilities and
potentially reduce the risk of a state
audit. Typically, only companies
that have not received an audit
notice from the states or one of
its proxies can enter into the VDA
program. The ability to voluntarily
enter into a VDA is removed once
a notice of audit is received. There
are a fair number of states that
offer VDA programs.

These VDA programs vary from
state to state but there are some
common requirements including:
1. Enrollment process
2. Scoping and analysis of property
3. Quantification of
unclaimed property
4. Submission and validation
5. Closing process and
documentation

Voluntary Compliance
Programs
Companies that have never
reported unclaimed property,
as well as companies that are
currently out of compliance with
respect to one or more property
types, should consider voluntary
compliance programs offered by

the states to take advantage of
program benefits. Benefits of
VDA’s include reduction or waiver
of interest on past due property
and a reduced risk of audit, additionally most VDA programs offer
more favorable review criteria and
lookback periods than those used
in traditional audits and generally
take less time to complete than
traditional audits. Although most
states will not waive the right to
audit a holder that completes their
VDA program, states do look more
favorably upon those holders
resulting in a reduced risk for audit.
If you have questions about your
corporate compliance firms such
as SOVOS and Laurel Hill have
teams of regulatory and compliance professionals that can provide
further guidance and options to
assist you through the VDA process.

I’ve worked with TAs for the last few years, and you are by far and away the best
team I’ve dealt with. Please let me know if there is a review or anything I can fill
out to show my appreciation for all your help.
							

– Henry Moore, Brookline Capital Markets
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LATEST NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Ringing the Closing Bell with
our client, Virax Biolabs
Continental Account Managers, Leicia Savinetti and
Maria Vaz, with James Foster, CEO of Virax Biolabs,
at the ringing of the closing bell at NASDAQ.

SPAC Conference
Continental was a proud Gold Sponsor of the SPAC Conference on June 15-16. The conference was hosted by
DealFlow Events at the Westchester Country Club in Rye, New York. Steven Nelson, our President & Chairman,
was also a speaker at the conference.

Steven Vacante, Margaret Villani, Anthony Borino, and Mark Zimkind at our booth at the conference.

Shareholder Services
Association ‘SSA’ Conference
Continental was a proud sponsor of the SSA
Conference on July 25-27 in Memphis, Tennessee.
John Ulla and Margaret Villani at Continental’s booth
at the conference.
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Securities Transfer Association
‘STA’ Conference
Continental was a Golf Sponsor for the STA
Conference at Clearwater Beach, Florida on
October 25-27. Our President & Chairman, Steven
Nelson, was also a panelist on the Legal Issues session.

ThinkEquity Conference
Continental was a Bronze Sponsor of the ThinkEquity
Conference in New York, NY on October 26.
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UPDATE!

Continental Share Sales Program
I wanted to take a
moment to reach out
and let you know about the
amazing customer service
I have received from Gary
Chambers. Gary has been
nothing but professional,
courteous and helpful.

Continental Stock Transfer and Trust Company now offers a Share
Sales Program for issuers trading on the open market that do not
currently have a Dividend Reinvestment or Direct Stock Purchase
Plan. Continental provides shareholders the ability to sell their
physical stock certificates and/or DRS book position without having
to move the share positions to a stock broker.
Sale requests will be processed in batch on a weekly basis and
executed at the market price of the stock on the sale date. Checks
will be mailed to the address of record. The sale transaction fee
and broker commission are paid by the shareholder and there is no
cost to the issuer for the Plan. Since implementing the plan in the
beginning of June 2022, Continental has implemented sales plans for
sixteen publicly traded companies. We continue to explore additional
opportunities to add to this list and expect to have significantly more
companies enrolled within the next six months.
The criteria for enrollment is fairly simple, you must be a publicly
traded entity that is actively traded on one of the major exchanges.

For more information about our sales plan and to
see if your company’s stock is eligible to be added to
our sales plan program, connect with your Account
Manager for more information.
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He has always listened
to and answered my
questions. In the times when
he has not had an answer,
he has done research and
has always called me back
at the agreed upon time.
It has been a wonderful
experience.
Thank you Gary for the
work that you do and
the way in which you
conduct yourself. I am
thoroughly impressed
by it. I am looking
forward to continuing
to work with you.

NEW TRANSFER AGENT CUSTOMERS 3/30/2022 – 11/1/2022
COMPANY
A SPAC II Acquisition Corp

AREA

COMPANY

AREA

Singapore

Hainan Manaslu Acquisition Corp.

China

Adya Inc

Toronto, Canada

Investcorp India Acquisition Corp

Cayman Islands

Akili, Inc.

MA

Lithium Ionic Corp

Toronto, Canada

Amprius Technologies, Inc.

CA

LiveWire Group, Inc.

AMREP Corporation

PA

Maritime Launch Services Inc.

Apexigen, Inc.

CA

Mobiv Acquisition Corp.

DE

Mondee Holdings, Inc.

TX

Monterey Capital Acquisition Corporation

CA

MoonLake Immunotherapeutics AG

Switzerland

AURA Fat Projects Acquisition Corp
biote Corp.
BLOCKMATE VENTURES INC.

Singapore
TX
Toronto, Canada

WI
Toronto, Canada

Caliber Fixed Income Fund III, LP

AZ

Caliber Opportunistic Growth Fund III
LLC

AZ

Caliber Tax Advantaged Opportunity
Zone Fund II, LLC

AZ

Neptune Digital Assets Corp.
Nogin, Inc.

CA

Caliber Tax Advantaged Opportunity
Zone Fund, LP

AZ

NuScale Power Corporation

OR

CaliberCos Inc.

AZ

OPAL Fuels, Inc.

NY

Carbon Royalty Corp.

DE

Cartesian Growth Corporation II

NY

Chenghe Acquisition Co.
ClimateRock
Coeptis Therapeutics, Inc.
Collective Mining LTD.

Singapore
United Kingdom
PA
Toronto, Canada

Comera Life Sciences Holdings, Inc.

MA

CorpHousing Group Inc.

FL

Cure Pharmaceutical Holding Corp

CA

Earth Science Tech, Inc.

FL

ECB Bancorp, Inc.

MA

EF Hutton Acquisition Corporation I

MA

Eloro Resources LTD

Toronto, Canada

Embrace Change Acquisition Corp.

CA

Eve Holding, Inc.

FL

FaZe Holdings Inc.

CA

FiscalNote Holdings, Inc.

Washington, DC

FOXO Technologies Inc.

MN

Global Blockchain Acquisition Corp.

FL

Global Business Travel Group, Inc.

NY

Global Food and Ingredients LTD
Global Star Acquisition, Inc.
Gogoro, Inc.

Toronto, Canada
VA
Taiwan

Gold Springs Resource Corp.

Toronto, Canada

Gorilla Technology Group Inc.

Taiwan

Grove Collaborative Holdings, Inc.

CA

MSP Recovery, Inc.

FL

Nauticus Robotics Inc.

TX

Pagaya Technologies, Ltd.
Permian Resources Corporation
Pono Capital Two, Inc.
Prenetics Global Limited

Toronto, Canada

Israel
TX
HI
Hong Kong

Presto Automation Inc.

CA

Processa Pharmaceuticals Inc.

MD

ProKidney Corp.

NC

Redwoods Acquisition Corp.

NY

Rubicon Technologies, Inc.

KY

Sea Electric Inc.
Semantix, Inc.

CA
Brazil

Senti Biosciences, Inc.

CA

SHF Holding, Inc.

NY

SK Growth Opportunities Corp.

NY

SoundHound AI, Inc.

CA

SPARQ Corp
SpringBig, Inc.
Stelmine Canada Ltd.
Strawberry Fields REIT, Inc.
Symbotic Inc.
TH International Limited.
Virax Biolabs Group Limited
Waldencast PLC
West High Yield (W.H.Y.) Resources Ltd.

Toronto, Canada
FL
Toronto, Canada
IL
MA
NY
United Kingdom
Jersey
Toronto, Canada

WizRocket Inc.

CA

Yotta Acquisition Corp.

NY

ZeroFox Holdings, Inc.

MD
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Where some see
complexity, we see order.
THE DETAILS OF CONDUCTING BUSINESS IN A DATA-DRIVEN WORLD ARE
MORE INTRICATE THAN EVER BEFORE. AND THE DETAILS THAT MAKE
YOUR BUSINESS AND SHAREHOLDERS UNIQUE ARE EQUALLY INVOLVED.
SINCE 2004, WE HAVE HANDLED

1000+ SPAC IPOs

AND, HAVE MANAGED ALL

ASPECTS OF 500 BUSINESS
COMBINATIONS.

OUR EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS:
At Continental Stock Transfer & Trust, our
experienced professionals recognize the order
that underlies complexity, and are driven
to establish tailored, relevant solutions and
relentless support.

TRANSFER YOUR EXPECTATIONS. CONTINENTALSTOCK.COM

Continental Stock Transfer & Trust is
SEC Registered Transfer Agent | New York State Chartered Trust Company
25M Blanket Bond | DTCC Custodian Transfer Agent
Continental Stock Transfer & Trust | 1 State Street Plaza, 30th Floor | New York, NY 10004

